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Chiral smectic-A (SmA *)liquid crystals exhibit an electroclinic effect， wherein the 
electric field induces molecular tilt accompanied by the layer deformation [1]. The 
electroclinic effect is the fastest electro-optical effects in liquid crystals. Since the 
smectic layer shows sometimes complicated minute structures such as a stripe texture， the 
direct observation of the local layer structure with a spatial resolution of a few μm and 
temporal resolution less than ms is desirable to study the electroclinic effect. In this study， 
dynamic local layer structure and local molecular orientation in the electroclinic effect 
were analyzed with a time resolved X-ray micro-diffraction. 









下司 司 Figure 1: Schematic representation 
of smectic layer configurations in 
SmA ~ phase: bookshelf (a)， 
horizontal chevron (b) and 
horizontal chevron + vertical 
chevron (c) structures. r 





The experiment was carried out on BL-4A at the PF， KEK. 
2 
X-rays were focused 
down to about 3 x4μm2， which is smaller than the stripe width. 
proportional counter and a CCD X-ray camera with a gated image intensifier were used for 
A position sensitive 
The samples respectively. the layer and intra-layer molecular response measurement， 
were ferroelectric liquid crystals (TK-CI0l) and measured at Tc+O.10， where Tc is the 
Figure 2: Time resolved micro X-ray halo 
patterns (short arcs at the upper and lower sides) 




















phase transition temperature from SmC* to SmA* (560C). 
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This result is in contrast to the (at 0 V) [2]. 






The intra-layer order of chevron (Fig. 1 (b). 
the molecular arrangement observed by the 
time resolved halo pattem (Fig.2) showed the 
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Figure 3: Peak angular positions of the halo 
pattern as a function of time and applied 
voltage. Distance between pos. 1 and pos. 2 is
5μm， corresponding to the adjacent stripes. 
pos.2 。depending change of molecular orientation 
50 
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mlcro-X-ray time-resolved the With 
di任raction，the relation between the locallayer deformation and the molecular orientation 
in the electroclinic effect was revealed for the first time. 
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